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Abstract. We develop new proof techniques, based on non-interference, for the
analysis of safety and liveness properties of cryptographic protocols expressed
as terms of the process algebra CryptoSPA. Our approach draws on new notions
of behavioral equivalence, built on top of a context-sensitive labelled transition
system, that allow us to characterize the behavior of a process in the presence of
any attacker with a given initial knowledge. We demonstrate the effectiveness of
the approach with an example of a protocol of fair exchange.

1 Introduction

Non-Interference has been advocated by various authors [1, 9] as a powerful method for
the analysis of cryptographic protocols. In [9], Focardiet al.propose a general schema
for specifying security properties with a uniform and concise definition. The approach
draws on earlier work by the same authors on characterizing information-flow security
in terms of Non-Interference for the Security Process Algebra (SPA, for short). We
briefly review the main ideas below.

SPA is a variant of CCS in which the set of actions is partitioned into two sets:L,
for low, andH for high. A Non-Interference propertyP for a processE is expressed as
follows:

E ∈ P if ∀Π ∈ EH : (E||Π)\H ≈P E \H (1)

whereEH is the set of all high-level processes,≈P is an observation equivalence (para-
metric in P ), || is parallel composition, and\ is restriction. The processesE \H and
(E||Π)\H represent the low-level views ofE and ofE||Π, respectively. The basic intu-
ition is expressed by the slogan: “If no high-level process can change the low behavior,
then no flow of information from high to low is possible”.

In [9] this idea is refined to provide a general definition of security properties for
cryptographic protocols described as terms of CryptoSPA, a process algebra that ex-
tends SPA with cryptographic primitives. Intuitively, the refinement amounts to view-
ing the participants to a protocol as low-level processes, while the high-level processes
represent the external attackers. Then, Non-Interference implies that the attackers have
no way to change the low (honest) behavior of the protocol.
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There are two problems that need to be addressed to formalize this idea. First, the
intruder should be assumed to have complete control over the public components of
the network. Consequently, any step in a protocol involving a public channel should be
classified as a high-level action. However, since a protocol specification is usually en-
tirely determined by the exchange of messages over public channels, a characterization
like (1) becomes trivial, as(E||Π)\H andE \H are simply the null processes. This is
easily rectified by extending the protocol specification with low-level actions that are
used to specify the desired security property.

A further problem arises from the formalization of theperfect cryptographyas-
sumption that is usually made in the analysis of the logical properties of cryptographic
protocols. In [9] this assumption is expressed by making the definition of Non-Inter-
ference dependent on the initial knowledge of the attacker and on a deduction system
by which the attacker may compute new information. The initial knowledge, notedφ,
includes private data (e.g., the enemy’s private keys) as well as any piece of publicly
available information, such as names of entities and public keys. Property (1) is thus
reformulated for a protocolP as follows:

P∈ P if ∀Π ∈ Eφ
H : (P||Π)\H ≈P P\H. (2)

whereEφ
H is the set of the high-level processesΠ which can perform only actions using

the public channel names and whose messages (those syntactically appearing inΠ) can
be deduced fromφ.

This framework is very general, and lends itself to the characterization of various
security properties, obtained by instantiating the equivalence≈P in the schema above.
Instead, it is less effective as a proof method, due to the universal quantification over the
possible intrudersΠ in the classEφ

H . In [9], the problem is circumvented by analyzing
the protocol in presence of the “hardest attacker”. However, In [9] this characterization
is proved correct only for the class of relationships≈P that are behavioral preorders
on processes. In particular, the proof method is not applicable for equivalences based
on bisimulation, and consequently, for the analysis of certain, branching time, liveness
properties, such asfairness.

We partially rectify the problem by developing a technique which does not require
us to exhibit an explicit attacker (nor, in particular, it requires the existence of a hardest
attacker). Our approach draws on ideas from [4] to represent the attacker indirectly, in
terms of a context-sensitive labelled transition system. The labelled transitions take the
form φ.P

a−→ φ′.P′, whereφ represents the context’s knowledge prior to the transition,
andφ′ is the new knowledge resulting fromP performing the actiona. Building on this
labelled transition system we provide quantification-free characterizations for different
instantiations of (2), specifically when≈P is instantiated to trace equivalence, and to
weak bisimulation equivalence. This allows us to apply our technique to the analysis of
safety as well as liveness security properties. We demonstrate the latter with an example
of a protocol offair exchange.

The rest of the presentation proceeds as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews the pro-
cess algebra CryptoSPA, Section 3 introduces context-sensitive labelled transition sys-
tems, Section 4 gives characterizations for various security properties, Section 5 illus-
trates the example, and Section 6 draws some conclusions.



All the results presented in this paper are described and proved in [7].

2 The CryptoSPA Language

TheCryptographic Security Process Algebra(CryptoSPA, for short) [9] is an extension
of SPA [8] with cryptographic primitives and constructs for value passing. The syntax
is based on the following elements: a setM of basic messages and a setK of encryption
keys with a function·−1 : K −→ K such that(k−1)−1 = k; a setM , ranged over by
m, of all messages, defined as the least set containingM ∪K and closed under the
deduction rules in Table 1 (more on this below); a setC of channels partitioned into
two setsH andL of high and low channels, respectively; a functionMsgwhich maps
every channelc into the set of messages that can be sent and received onc and such
thatMsg(c) = Msg(c); a setL = {c(m) | m∈ Msg(c)}∪{cm | m∈ Msg(c)} of visible
actions and the setAct= L∪{τ} of all actions, ranged over bya, whereτ is the internal
(invisible) action; a functionchan(a) which returnsc if a is eitherc(m) or cmand the
special channelvoid whena = τ; a setConstof constants. By an abuse of notation, we
write c(m),cm∈ H wheneverc,c∈ H, and similarly forL.

The syntax of CryptoSPAterms(or processes) is defined as follows:

P ::= 0 | c(x).P | cm.P | τ.P | P+P | P||P | P\C | P[ f ] |
| A(m1, ...,mn) | [m= m′]P;P | [〈m1...mn〉 `rule x]P;P

Both c(x).P and[〈m1...mn〉 `rule x]P;P′ bind the variablex in P. Constants are defined

as:A(x1, ...,xn)
de f
= P, whereP is a CryptoSPA process that may contain no free variables

exceptx1, . . . ,xn, which must be pairwise distinct.

m m′

(m,m′)
(`pair)

(m,m′)

m
(` f st)

(m,m′)

m′
(`snd)

m k

{m}k

(`enc)
{m}k k−1

m
(`dec)

Table 1. Inference system for message manipulation wherem,m′ ∈ M andk,k−1 ∈ K

Intuitively, 0 is the empty process;c(x).P waits for inputm on channelc, and then
behaves asP[m/x] (i.e., P with all the occurrences ofx substituted bym); c(m).P
outputsm on channelc and continues asP; P1 + P2 represents the nondeterministic
choice betweenP1 andP2; P1||P2 is parallel composition, where executions are inter-
leaved, possibly synchronized on complementary input/output actions, producing an
internal actionτ; P\C is like P but prevented from sending and receiving messages



on channels inC ⊆ C ; in P[ f ] every channelc is relabelled intof (c); A(m1, ...,mn)
behaves like the respective definition where the variablesx1, · · · ,xn are substituted with
messagesm1, · · · ,mn; [m= m′]P1;P2 behaves asP1 if m= m′ and asP2 otherwise; fi-
nally, [〈m1...mn〉 `rule x]P1;P2 tries to deduce an informationz from the tuple〈m1...mn〉
through rulè rule; if it succeeds then it behaves asP1[z/x], otherwise it behaves asP2.

In formalizing the security properties of interest, we will find it convenient to rely
on (an equivalent of) thehiding operator, of CSP, notedP/C with P process andC ⊆
C , which turns all actions using channels inC into internalτ’s. This operator can be

defined in CryptoSPA as follows: given any setC ⊆ C , P/C
def= P[ fC] where fC(a) =

a if chan(a) 6∈C and fC(a) = τ if chan(a) ∈C.
We denote byE the set of all CryptoSPA processes and byEH the set of all high-

level processes, i.e., those constructed only using actions inH ∪{τ}.
The operational semantics of CryptoSPA is defined in terms of the labelled transi-

tion system (LTS) in Table 2. Most of the transitions are standard, and simply formalize
the intuitive semantics of the process constructs discussed above. The two rules(`i)
connect the deduction system in in Table 1 with the transition system. The former sys-
tem is used to model the ability of the attacker to deduce new information from its initial
knowledge. Note, in particular, that secret keys, not initially known to the attacker, may
not be deduced (hence we disregard cryptographic attacks, based on guessing secret
keys). We say thatm is deduciblefrom a set of messagesφ (and writeφ ` m) if m can
be obtained fromφ by applying the inference rules in Table 1. As in [9] we assume that
` is decidable.

We complement the definition of the semantics with a corresponding notion ofob-
servation equivalence, which is used to establish equalities among processes and is
based on the idea that two systems have the same semantics if and only if they can-
not be distinguished by an external observer. The equivalences that are relevant to the
present discussion aretrace equivalence, noted≈T , andweak bisimulation, noted≈B

(see [13]).
In the next section, we introduce coarser versions of these equivalences, noted

≈φ
T and≈φ

B, which distinguish processes in contexts with initial knowledgeφ. These
context-sensitive notions of equivalence are built on a refined version of the labelled
transition system, which we introduce next.

3 Context-Sensitive Equivalences

Following [4], we characterize the behavior of processes in terms of “context-sensitive
labelled transitions” where each process transition depends on the knowledge of the
context. To motivate, consider a processP that produces and sends a message{m}k

reaching the stateP′, and assume thatm andk are known toP but not to the context.
Under these hypotheses, the context will never be able to reply the messagem to P′

(or any continuation thereof). Hence, ifP′ waits for further input, we can safely leave
any input transition involvingm out of the LTS, as theP′ will never receivem from the
context.

The states of the new labelled transition system areconfigurationsof the formφ B P,
whereP is a process andφ is the current knowledge of the context, represented through



(input)
m∈ Msg(c)

c(x).P
c(m)−→ P[m/x]

(output)
m∈ Msg(c)

cm.P
c(m)−→ P

(tau)
τ.P τ−→ P

(+1)
P1

a−→ P′1

P1 +P2
a−→ P′1

(||1)
P1

a−→ P′1

P1||P2
a−→ P′1||P2

(||2)
P1

c(m)−→ P′1 P2
c(m)−→ P′2

P1||P2
τ−→ P′1||P′2

(=1)
m 6= m′ P2

a−→ P′2

[m= m′]P1;P2
a−→ P′2

(=2)
m= m′ P1

a−→ P′1

[m= m′]P1;P2
a−→ P′1

([ f ])
P

a−→ P′

P[ f ]
f (a)−→ P′[ f ]

(\C)
P

a−→ P′ chan(a) /∈C

P\C
a−→ P′ \C

(constant)
P[m1/x1, . . . ,mn/xn]

a−→ P′ A(x1, . . . ,xn)
de f
= P

A(m1, . . . ,mn)
a−→ P′

(`1)
〈m1, . . . ,mn〉 `rule m P1[m/x] a−→ P′1

[〈m1, . . . ,mn〉 `rule x]P1;P2
a−→ P′1

(`2)
@m : 〈m1, . . . ,mn〉 `rule m P2

a−→ P′2

[〈m1, . . . ,mn〉 `rule x]P1;P2
a−→ P′2

Table 2.The operational rules for CryptoSPA



(output)
P

cm−→ P′ cm∈ H

φ B P
c(m)−→ φ∪{m}B P′

(input)
P

c(m)−→ P′ φ ` m c(m) ∈ H

φ B P
c(m)−→ φ B P′

(tau)
P

τ−→ P′

φ B P
τ−→ φ B P′

(low)
P

a−→ P′ a∈ L

φ B P
a−→ φ B P′

Table 3. Inference rules for the ELTS

a set of messages. The transitions represent interactions between the process and the
context and now take the form

φ B P
a−→ φ′ B P′,

wherea is the action executed by the processP andφ′ is the new knowledge at disposal
to the context for further interactions withP′.

The transitions between configurations, in Table 3, are defined rather directly start-
ing from the corresponding transitions between processes. In rule (output), the context’s
knowledge is augmented with the information sent by the process. Dually, rule (input)
assumes that the context performs an output action synchronizing with the input of the
process. The message sent by the context must be completely deducible from the con-
text’s knowledgeφ, otherwise the corresponding transition is impossible: this is how the
new transitions provide an explicit account of the attacker’s knowledge. The remaining
rules, (tau) and (low) state that internal actions of the protocol, and low actions do not
contribute to the knowledge of the context in any way.

In the rest of the presentation, we refer to the transition rules in Table 3 collectively
as theenriched LTS(ELTS, for short). Also, we assume that the initial knowledge of
the context includes only public information and the context’s private names. This is
a reasonable condition, since it simply corresponds to assuming that each protocol run
starts with fresh keys and nonces, a condition that is readily guaranteed by relying on
time-dependent elements (e.g., time-stamps) and assuming that session keys are distinct
for every executions.

The notions of trace and weak bisimulation equivalences extend in the expected way
from processes to ELTS configurations, as we discuss below.

We writeφ B P
a=⇒ φ′ B P′ to denote the sequence of transitionsφ B P ( τ−→)∗ φ B

P1
a−→ φ′ B P2 ( τ−→)∗ φ′ B P′, where, as expected,φ = φ′ if

a−→ is an input, low
or silent action. Furthermore, letγ = a1 . . .an ∈ L∗ be a sequence of (non silent)

actions; thenφ B P
γ

=⇒ φ′ B P′ if there areP1,P2, . . . ,Pn−1 ∈ E andφ1,φ2, . . . ,φn−1

states such thatφ B P
a1=⇒ φ1 B P1

a2=⇒ . . .
an−1=⇒ φn−1 B Pn−1

an=⇒ φ′ B P′. The notation

φ B P
â=⇒ φ′ B P′ stands forφ B P

a=⇒ φ′ B P′ if a∈ L and forφ B P ( τ−→)∗ φ B P′ if
a = τ, as usual.



Definition 1 (Trace Equivalence over configurations).

– T(φ B P) = {γ ∈ L∗ | ∃φ′,P′ : φ B P
γ

=⇒ φ′ B P′} is the set oftracesassociated
with the configurationφ B P.

– Two configurationsφP B P andφQ B Q aretrace equivalent, denoted byφP B P≈c
T

φQ B Q, if T(φP B P) = T(φQ B Q).

Based on trace equivalence over configurations we can then define a corresponding
notion of process equivalence, for processes executing in an environment with initial
knowledgeφ. Formally,P≈φ

T Q wheneverφ B P≈c
T φ B Q.

Definition 2 (Weak Bisimulation over configurations).

– A binary relationR over configurations is a weak bisimulation if, assuming(φP B
P,φQ B Q) ∈ R , one has, for all a∈ Act:

• if φP B P
a−→ φP′ B P′, then there exists a configurationφQ′ B Q′ such that

φQ B Q
â=⇒ φQ′ B Q′ and(φP′ B P′,φQ′ B Q′) ∈ R ;

• if φQ B Q
a−→ φQ′ B Q′, then there exists a configurationφP′ B P′ such that

φP B P
â=⇒ φP′ B P′ and(φP′ B P′,φQ′ B Q′) ∈ R .

– Two configurationsφP B P andφQ B Q areweakly bisimilar, denoted byφP B P≈c
B

φQ B Q, if there exists a weak bisimulation containing the pair(φP B P,φQ B Q).

It is not difficult to prove that relation≈c
B is the largest weak bisimulation over config-

urations, and that it is an equivalence relation. As for trace equivalence, we can recover
an equivalence relation on processes executing in a context with initial knowledgeφ by
definingP≈φ

B Q if and only if φ B P≈c
B φ B Q.

4 Non-Interference Proof Techniques

We show that the new definitions of behavioral equivalence may be used to construct
effective proof methods for various security properties within the general schema pro-
posed in [9]. In particular, we show that making our equivalences dependent on the
initial knowledge of the attacker provides us with security characterizations that are
stated independently from the attacker itself.

The first property we study, known as NDC, results from instantiating≈P in (2)
(see the introduction) to the trace equivalence relation≈T . As discussed in [9], NDC is
a generalization of the classical idea of Non-Interference to non-deterministic systems
and can be used for analyzing different security properties of cryptographic protocols
such as secrecy, authentication and integrity. NDC can readily be extended to account
for the context’s knowledge as follows:

Definition 3 (NDCφ). P∈ NDCφ if P\H ≈T (P||Π)\H, ∀ Π ∈ Eφ
H .

A processP is NDCφ if for every high-level processΠ with initial knowledgeφ a low
level user cannot distinguishP from (P||Π), i.e., if Π cannot interfere with the low-level
execution of the processP.



Focardiet al. in [9] show that whenφ is finite it is possible to find a most gen-
eral intruderTopφ so that verifyingNDCφ reduces to checkingP\H ≈T (P||Topφ)\H.
Here we provide an alternative1, quantification-free characterization ofNDCφ. LetP/H
denote the process resulting fromP, by replacing all high-level actions with the silent
actionτ (cf. Section 2).

Theorem 1 (NDCφ). P∈ NDCφ if and only if P\H ≈φ
T P/H.

More interestingly, our approach allows us to find a sound proof method for theBNDCφ

property, which results from instantiating(2) in the introduction with the equivalence
≈B as follows:

Definition 4 (BNDCφ). P∈ BNDCφ if P\H ≈B (P||Π)\H, ∀Π ∈ Eφ
H .

As for NDCφ, the definition falls short of providing a proof method due to the universal
quantification overΠ. Here, however, the problem may not be circumvented by resort-
ing to a hardest attacker, as the latter does not exist, being there no (known) preorder on
processes corresponding to weak bisimilarity.

What we propose here is a partial solution that relies on providing a coinductive
(and quantification free) characterization of a sound approximation ofBNDCφ, based
on the followingpersistentversion ofBNDCφ.

Definition 5 (P BNDCφ). P∈ P BNDCφ if P′ ∈ BNDCφ, ∀P′ reachable from P.

P BNDCφ is the context-sensitive version of theP BNDC property studied in [10].
Following the technique in [10], one can show thatP BNDCφ is a sound approximation
of BNDCφ which admits elegant quantification-free characterizations. Specifically, like
P BNDC, P BNDCφ can be characterized both in terms of a suitable weak bisimulation
relation “up to high-level actions”, noted≈ φ

\H , and in terms of unwinding conditions,
as discussed next. We first need the following definition:

Definition 6. Let a∈ Act. The transition relation
â=⇒\H is defined as follows:

â=⇒\H =

{
â=⇒ if a 6∈ H
a=⇒ or

τ̂=⇒ if a ∈ H

The transition relation
â=⇒\H is defined as

â=⇒, except that it treatsH-level actions as
silent actions. Now, weak bisimulations up toH over configurations are defined as weak
bisimulations over configurations except that they allow a high action to be matched by
zero or more high actions. Formally:

Definition 7 (Weak Bisimulation up to H over configurations).

– A binary relationR over configurations is aweak bisimulation up toH if (φP B
P,φQ B Q) ∈ R implies that, for all a∈ Act,

1 An analogous result has been recently presented by Gorrieriet al. in [11] for a timedextension
of CryptoSPA. We discuss the relationships between our and their result in Section 6.



• if φP B P
a−→ φP′ B P′, then there exists a configurationφQ′ B Q′ such that

φQ B Q
â=⇒\H φQ′ B Q′ and(φP′ B P′,φQ′ B Q′) ∈ R ;

• if φQ B Q
a−→ φQ′ B Q′, then there exists a configurationφP′ B P′ such that

φP B P
â=⇒\H φP′ B P′ and(φP′ B P′,φQ′ B Q′) ∈ R .

– Two configurationsφP B P andφQ B Q areweakly bisimilar up toH, denoted by
φP B P≈c

\H φQ B Q, if there exists a weak bisimulation up to H containing the pair

(φP B P,φQ B Q).

Again, we can prove that the relation≈c
\H is the largest weak bisimulation up toH over

configurations and that it is an equivalence relation. Also, as for previous relations over
configurations, we can recover an associated relation over processes in a context with
initial knowledgeφ by defining

P≈φ
\H Q if and only if φ B P≈c

\H φ B Q.

We can finally state the two characterizations ofP BNDCφ. The former characteri-
zation is expressed in terms of≈ φ

\H (with no quantification on the reachable states and
on the high-level malicious processes).

Theorem 2 (PBNDCφ 1). P∈ P BNDCφ if and only if P\H ≈ φ
\H P.

The second characterization ofP BNDCφ is given in terms ofunwinding conditions
which demand properties of individual actions. Unwinding conditions aim at “distill-
ing” the local effect of performing high-level actions and are useful to define both proof
systems (see, e.g., [6]) and refinement operators that preserve security properties, as
done in [12].

Theorem 3 (PBNDCφ 2). P∈ P BNDCφ if and only if for all φi B Pi reachable from

φ B P, if φi B Pi
h−→ φ′i B P′

i for h∈H, thenφi B Pi
τ̂=⇒ φ′′i B P′′

i such thatφ′i B P′
i \H ≈c

B
φ′′i B P′′

i \H.

Both the characterizations can be used for verifying cryptographic protocols. A concrete
example of a fair exchange protocol is illustrated in the next section.

5 An Example: the ASW fair exchange protocol

The ASW contract signing protocol [2] is used in electronic commerce transactions
to enable two parties, namedO (originator) andR (responder), to obtain each other’s
commitment on a previously agreed contractual textM. To deal with unfair situations,
each party may appeal to a trusted third partyT which can decide, on the basis of the
data it has received, whether to issue a replacement contract or an abort token. If both
O andRare honest, and they receive the messages sent to them, then they both obtain a
valid contract upon the completion of the protocol.

We say that the protocol guaranteesfairnessto O (dually, toR) on messageM, if
whatever maliciousR (O) is considered, ifR (O) gets evidence thatO (R) has origi-
natedM then alsoO (R) will eventually obtain the evidence thatR (O) has receivedM.



Notice that this is a branching-time liveness property: we are requiring that something
should happen ifO (resp.R) gets his evidence —i.e., that alsoR (resp.O) should get his
evidence— for all the execution traces in the protocol (cf. [9] for a thorough discussion
on this point).

The protocol consists of three independent sub-protocols:exchange, abort andre-
solve. Here, we focus on the mainexchangesub-protocol that is specified by the follow-
ing four messages, whereM is the contractual text on which we assume the two parties
previously agreed, whileSKO andSKR (PKO andPKR) are the private (public) keys of
O andR, respectively.

O→ R : me1 = {M,h(NO)}SKO

R→ O : me2 = {{M,h(NO)}SKO,h(NR)}SKR

O→ R : me3 = NO

R→ O : me4 = NR

In the first step,O commits to the contractual text by hashing a random numberNO, and
signing a message that contains bothh(NO) andM. WhileO does not actually reveal the
value of its contract authenticatorNO to the recipient of messageme1, O is committed
to it. As in a standard commitment protocol, we assume that it is not computationally
feasible forO to find a different numberN′

O such thath(N′
O) = h(NO). In the second

step,R replies with its own commitment. Finally,O andRexchange the actual contract
authenticators.

We specify the sub-protocol in CryptoSPA (see the figure below), by introducing
some low-level actions to verify the correctness of protocol’s executions. We say that
an execution is correct if we observe the sequence of low-level actionsreceivedme1,
receivedme2, receivedNO, receivedNR in this order.

O(M,NO)
de f
= [〈NO,kh〉 `encn][〈(M,n),SKO〉 `enc p] cp. c(v).

[〈v,PKR〉 `dec i][i ` f st p′][i `snd r ′][p′ = p] receivedv.
cNO. c( j). [〈 j,kh〉 `enc r ′′][r ′′ = r ′] received j

R(M,NR)
de f
= c(q). [〈q,PKO〉 `decs][s` f st m][s`snd n′][m= M] receivedq.

[〈NR,kh〉 `enc r][〈(q, r),SKR〉 `enct] ct. c(u).
[〈u,kh〉 `encn′′][n′′ = n′] receivedu. cNR

P
de f
= O(M,NO) || R(M,NR)

Fig. 1.The CryptoSPA specification of theexchangesub-protocol of ASW

We can demonstrate that the protocol does not satisfy propertyP BNDCφ when
φ consists of public information and private data of possible attacker’s. This can be
easily checked by applying Theorem 3. Indeed, just observing the protocol ELTS, one
can immediately notice that there exists a configuration transitionφ B P

a−→ φ′ B P′,

wherea = cme1, but there isn’t anyφ′′ andP′′ such thatφ B P
τ̂=⇒ φ′′ B P′′ andφ′ B

P′ \H ≈c
B φ′′i B P′′

i \H. In fact, it is easy to prove thatφ′ B P′ \H ≈c
B 0 for all φ′, while



φ′′ B P′′ \H 6≈c
B 0 for all P′′ andφ′′ such thatφ B P

τ̂=⇒ φ′′ B P′′. However, the fact
that, in this case, the ASW protocol does not satisfyP BNDCφ does not represent a real
attack to the protocol since such a situation is resolved by inching the trusted partyT.

More interestingly, we can analyze the protocol under the assumption that one of
the participants is corrupt. This can be done by augmenting the knowledgeφ with the
corrupt party’s private information such as its private key and its contract authenticator.
We can show that the protocol does not satisfyP BNDCφ whenO is corrupt, finding
the attack already described in [14].

6 Conclusions and Related Work

We have studied context-sensitive equivalence relationships and relative proof tech-
niques within the process algebra CryptoSPA to analyze protocols. Our approach builds
on context-sensitive labelled transition systems, whose transitions are constrained by
the knowledge of the environment. We showed that our technique can be used to ana-
lyze both safety and liveness properties of cryptographic protocols.

In a recent paper Gorrieriet al. [11] prove results related to ours, for a real-time
extension of CryptoSPA. In particular, they prove an equivalent of Theorem 1: however,
while the results are equivalent, the underlying proof techniques are not. More precisely,
instead of using context-sensitive LTS’s, [11] introduces a special hiding operator/φ

and prove thatP ∈ NDCφ if and only if P\H ≈T P/φH. ProcessP/φH corresponds
exactly to our configurationφ B P/H, in that the corresponding LTS’s are isomorphic.
However, the approach of [11] is still restricted to the class of observation equivalences
that are behavioral preorders on processes and thus it does not extend to bisimulations.

As we pointed out since the outset, our approach is inspired by Boreale, De Nicola
and Pugliese’s work [4] on characterizing may test and barbed congruence in the spi cal-
culus by means of trace and bisimulation equivalences built on top of context-sensitive
LTS’s. Based on the same technique, symbolic semantics and compositional proofs have
been recently studied in [3, 5], providing effective tools for the verification of crypto-
graphic protocols. Symbolic description methods could be exploited to deal with the
state-explosion problems which are intrinsic in the construction of context-sensitive la-
belled transition systems. Future plans include work in that direction.
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